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I’ve spent my entire career in the footwear industry, starting as a retailer’s stockroom assistant when I was 15 years old. Since then, I’ve held nearly 
every job available in the world of shoes and can relate with the joys and challenges facing manufacturers, retailers, sales reps, marketers and yes, even 
stockroom assistants.

Before the 2004 Asian tsunami, I wasn’t directly involved with any charities on a regular basis. I considered monetary donations to be su�cient and 
concentrated 100% on “making the deal” happen in the for-pro�t world. That was my life before it changed dramatically.

Like you, I was horri�ed to witness the immense devastation of the tsunami in Indonesia. I was sitting on my couch watching the news reports replay 
the giant waves ripping through the towns, and I felt sick to my stomach. Then I saw an image of a single shoe, stranded on a decimated beach. I felt like 
donating everything I had, but I knew it wouldn’t be enough.

I was determined not to stand around with my hands in my pocket, so I made a number of calls to other footwear executives and was surprised—and 
humbled—that my colleagues and I had raised over 250,000 pairs of new shoes headed for the areas a�ected by the disaster.

One year later, Hurricane Katrina roared through our Gulf Coast, and I called the same people in our industry. This time we raised over a million pairs of 
shoes to hand out to people in need. Soon after, we were encouraged by many members of the footwear industry to become a full-time charity, and we 
jumped at the chance.

Soles4Souls became one of the fastest-growing nonpro�ts in the country and resides in the top 1% of nonpro�ts in the US. The reason for this is clear: 
it’s a simple message that everyone can understand. We don’t need to draw complex diagrams in order to win you over. We just need you to look in your 
closet and �nd the extra pairs of shoes that could bene�t people in need.

I was appointed CEO in 2006, and the movement continued to grow ever since. The need is so real and so immediate that it’s painful. From New Orleans 
to Nepal, Soles4Souls distributed more than 17 million pairs of shoes in more than 129 countries around the world. I went to work each day with the 
ultimate challenge of making someone’s life better- and I will always be incredibly grateful for that opportunity.  

While shoes were and are a big part of my life, they aren’t my entire life. I love spending time with my beautiful daughter Melissa, hanging out with 
friends, and riding my jet ski as often (and as fast – it goes over 70 MPH) as possible. I enjoy traveling and make my home in sunny Orlando, FL. 

As I embark on the next chapter of my life, I’m tremendously excited about the chance to teach the strategies and philosophies I developed that helped 
make Soles4Souls the nonpro�t success it is today. I drew inspiration from my personal struggles and triumphs in creating the three-principle system 
that provided the framework for our mission. When you believe in yourself, truly understand the make-up of your brand, and e�ectively engage the 
principles, practices and people involved, I believe that the sky is the limit on what you can accomplish.

Now that I’ve stepped down as CEO of Soles4Souls, I can devote 100% of my work to initiating my webinar series, conferences, and seminars based on 
the 12 principles of my book Almost Isn’t Good Enough. Although it’s a slightly weird feeling now that my phone is not ringing around the clock with 
calls and emails related to daily operations, I realize I’m poised to make a real di�erence in helping individuals and corporations advance their incredible 
platforms. I can’t wait to be inspired by the amazing ideas from like-minded people who want to better the world.

I invite everyone with a vision and the passion to match, to join me in shaping the future and continuing the life-changing e�orts of exciting organiza-
tions. By utilizing proven successful strategies and technology to stay on the cutting-edge of outreach, we can accomplish any goal we set.

You can follow my everyday activities on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn. As I describe in Almost Isn’t Good Enough, I believe that the human connection 
is the ultimate key to change. With that in mind, please feel free to email me personally at wayne@wayneelsey.com with any questions or inquiries you 
may have.
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Wayne Elsey Founder of Soles4Souls

Where to Get Photos

Photos of Wayne are available in this 
electronic press kit

Contact

To book Wayne for interviews, contact 
booking@wayneelsey.com or
(407) 440-8264.

Suggested Interview Questions

1. Why did you choose shoes? 
2. What led you to invest your career in the 
shoe industry?
3. What inspired you to leave your profession 
and start Soles4Souls?
4. What has been your biggest obstacle along 

the way?
 5. Describe the moment when you knew that

 Soles4Souls was going to be more than an idea.
 6. Why did you write Almost Isn't Good Enough?
 7. What do you hope others take away from the book?

Suggested Interview Topics
1. The impact of one person's kindness toward another: The story of Mrs. Busch
2. The decision to give back: How one shoe changed everything

4. Building a great team: Surround yourself with experts

6. Believe in yourself: Look out the window instead of the rearview mirror

engagement
8. Focusing on one thing: Why clarity matters

Wayne Elsey - As Seen In
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Chapter One 
Eliminate Distractions by 
Practicing Absolute Clarity
It’s important to be simple 
and clear about your 
objectives and goals. That 
absolute clarity helps the 
brand resonate with donors 

and clari�es organizational decision making.

Chapter Two 
Build the Community You Want, Not the One You Can 
A�ord 
Whether for-pro�t or nonpro�t, you get what you 
pay for. It’s important to hire the best and pay the 
best. Invest in people because people provide the 
substance of our organization’s ability to accom-
plish its work.

Chapter Three 
Sustain Impact by Engaging Others 

Most nonpro�ts spend countless dollars trying to create 
awareness, which yields little results. Awareness is a waste of 
time and money. Engagement, in contrast, is priceless. Inviting 
and empowering others to participate in our work is the key to 
sustainable growth and long-term impact.

Chapter Four 
Create More Margin to Do More Mission 
Cash creates margin. Margin means more help for more people. 
Therefore, any increase in the bottom line subsequently 
increases the capacity of your non-pro�t to provide more help 
for more people. The bottom line is still paramount, but the goal 
is to make a di�erence in more lives rather than return the 
excess to shareholders.

Chapter Five 
Make Decisions That Take You Where You Want to Go         
Why do some organizations spend countless hours in meetings 
to discuss action while others spend countless hours avoiding 
meetings by taking action? Empowering people with the 
resources and room necessary to choose the correct course will 
set the expectation that action is the most important element of 
success.

Chapter Six 
Get O� the Couch 
Decision making isn’t the same as taking action. Following 
through on decisions is what makes a measurable di�erence. It 
could be a small act of kindness or something radical like 
leaving an executive career to start a shoe distribution charity. 
Whatever it is, it’s time to stop talking and start doing.

Chapter Seven 
Look for Solutions Bigger than the Problem 
When setting out to solve a problem, the primary question 
should start with “how,” not “if.” Too many great ideas never see 
the light of day because they become buried in conversation 
and process. What’s more important, though—discussing 
process and following procedure or solving problems and 
making an impact?

Chapter Eight 
Progress Only Comes Through Action       
Taking action means you intend to accomplish something 
speci�c and measurable. Organizations, as well as individuals, 
must decide to reignite their passion to do something signi�-
cant, which will build a legacy to be remembered in the hearts 
and minds of those we have the ability to help.

Chapter Nine 
Obsess Over the Numbers       
Goals shape an organization’s decision making and drive people 
to action. The very declaration of such a challenge inspires 
creative thinking and leaves little room for anything that doesn’t 
move the organization closer to that goal. Obsessing over the 
numbers holds everyone accountable and accelerates the 
intensity of the e�ort.

Chapter Ten 
No More Excuses        
A predisposition to action creates an environment with zero 
tolerance for lingering problems. There are only three options in 
the midst of any challenge: 1. Find a way to solve it; 2. Stop 
wasting time on the issue at hand if it’s not possible to �x; or 3. 
Invent a solution that hasn’t yet been considered. 

Chapter Eleven 
Get Comfortable with Chaos         
Managing an organization never leads to innovation. Empower-
ing an organization does. Those who don’t thrive in the midst of 
chaos don’t last very long in a results-based environment. There 
is no room for ordinary schedules, balanced agendas and to-do 
lists, or excess water cooler meetings.

Chapter Twelve 
Look Out the Windshield, Not in the Rearview Mirror         
Failure is part of the equation of success. There will always be a 
great deal of unknowns in every endeavor. The key is not to let 
the unknowns paralyze you from taking action and striving to 
make a measurable impact. Never let organizational bureau-
cracy interrupt progress. 

Conclusion: The Value of Human Connections 

Chapter Summary
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Presentation Topics

Almost Isn’t Good Enough: Many people see the global needs 
on TV and want to help but feel insigni�cant in the face of so 
much need. At one time, I felt the same way. In this presenta-
tion, I walk through my story as a corporate executive that left 
the glamorous corporate world to start the fastest growing 
nonpro�t in the world. This presentation focuses on identifying 
people as drivers of their destinies who have the capacity to 
make a di�erence and change the world. It could be as simple as 
a kind gesture to a stranger or as complex as starting an 
international relief organization. We must demand more from 
ourselves because almost simply isn’t good enough when we 
know people are hurting and su�ering near us and around the 
world. This motivational talk will challenge you to do something 
that matters…today. You’ll leave inspired to get o� the couch!

The Power of Brand Simplicity: After a stellar career in the 
footwear industry, I learned the importance of a driving brand. I 
discuss how the “simplicity” of the brand is what has propelled 
the success of Soles4souls. The steps to “simplicity” will be 
explored as a way of maximizing the success of any company, 
organization, or cause.

Successful Nonpro�t Management: Running a nonpro�t 
should parallel running any for-pro�t company, but not accord-
ing to cultural expectations. Basic business practices such as 
operations, �nance, marketing, branding, human resources and 
procurement are paramount to sustainable success. During this 
presentation, I discuss the philosophy and practice of each of 
these elements and o�er an extensive Q&A session.

Last Donor: Is your donor your last? How was their experience? 
Were they engaged? Are you hitting the “O�” switch when you 
plan to close the enterprise? These are just a few of the vital 
questions you need to constantly evaluate to ensure that you 
are accurately serving the valuable contributors that make your 
organization tick.

Marketing 101: As obvious as it may seem, most companies 
miss the basics when it comes to long-term successful opera-
tions. What is your DNA? After truly determining the make-up of 
your brand, maintaining consistency and engaging your brand 
are the basic principles to sustain your enterprise.

Social Media: Social Media is more than just keeping up with 
friends and family- it can be the quickest, most e�cient way to 
tap into a wealth of prospective contributors. Dive deep into 
Social Media, learn how to successfully engage people and their 
mobile devices, and leave with a roadmap of “engagers” i.e. your 
donors and customers.

“The CAST” (Coming Soon): Coming in Fall 2012, Wayne will 
lead monthly webinars called “The CAST” for your team to 
participate in. These interactive, informative sessions will o�er a 
means for your organization and team to receive some of 
Wayne’s most valuable insights while taking part in the active 
learning process. What is the de�nition of “The CAST”? We can’t 
give away that info just yet, but we highly advise staying tuned 
for more details!
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Wayne Elsey Speaking

Wayne Elsey speaks on topics related to leadership, branding, social activism, motivation, and commu-
nity engagement. Wayne has more than 20 years of experience in public speaking for both large and 
small venues, and has appeared on hundreds of radio, talk, and news shows, including NBC Nightly 
News, Good Morning America, Today Show, Fox News, and Extreme Makeover Home Edition.

Wayne will work with your team on the related topics below or customize a presentation to �t your 
corporate structure. Speaking engagement fees will be determined upon understanding of your needs.

For more information on rates and having Wayne speak at your conference or event, please contact 
Wayne at wayne@wayneelsey.com.
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Headshot
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Contact Information

Contact Wayne at:
wayne@wayneelsey.com

O�ce: (407) 440-8264

www.wayneelsey.com
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Scan code to add to your contacts


